We study the cohomology with high tensor powers of Nakano Õ-semipositive line bundles on complex manifolds. We obtain the asymptotic estimates for the dimension of cohomology with high tensor powers of semipositive line bundles over Õ-convex manifolds and various possibly non-compact complex manifolds, in which the order of estimates are optimal. Besides, estimates for the modified Dirac operator on Nakano Õpositive line bundle on almost complex manifolds are given.
INTRODUCTION
Let be a complex manifold of dimension Ò and´ µ be a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle over . Let Ö be the holomorphic Hermitian connection of´ µ and Ê´ µ ´Ö µ ¾ be the curvature of Ö . The Bochner-Kodaira-Nakano formula and its variation with boundary term, [Dem86, AV65, Gri66, MM07], play the central role in various vanishing theorems on complex manifolds. The latter have important applications in complex differential and algebraic geometry, such as the characterization of projective manifolds [Kod54] , Moishezon manifolds [Siu84, Siu85, Dem85] and more recently the criterion for uniruledness and rationally connectedness and related results [BDPP13, CDP15, Yan18] . The key ingredient in these formulas is the curvature term Ô ½Ê´ µ £℄, where £ is the dual of Hermitian metric on manifolds. With appropriate assumptions on the positivity of Ê , one can achieve the curvature term is strictlypositive, i.e., the pointwise Hermitian product Ô ½Ê´ µ £℄× × ¼ for forms × with values in , which is enough to prove vanishing theorems in various situations, see [Kob87, Dem] .
Instead of the strict positivity, we consider the Õ-semipositivity, which was introduced in [Siu82] over Kähler manifolds. A holomorphic Hermitian line bundle on Kähler manifolds is called Nakano Õ-positive (resp. semipositive) means that at every point the sum of any set of Õ eigenvalues of the curvature form is positive (resp. nonnegative) when
For the relation of the notions of Griffiths and Nakano Õ-positivity, see Remark 2.4. The basic example of Nakano Õ-positivity is the dual of canonical bundle Ã £ on a compact Kähler manifold of Ñ Ò. With respect to a Kähler metric , the Ricci curvature of is positive (resp. nonnegative) if and only if Ã £ is Nakano ½-positive (resp. ½-semipositive); the scalar curvature of is positive (resp. nonnegative) if and only if Ã £ is Nakano Ò-positive (resp. Ò-semipositive). The basic example of Griffiths Õpositivity is the dual of tautological line bundle Ä´ £ µ £ , which is Griffiths (Ò ·½)-positive on the projective bundle È´ £ µ of a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle´ µ over a compact complex manifold of Ñ Ò.
Firstly, we provide a refined local estimate on Bergman density functions for Nakano Õ-semipositive line bundles, which generalizes the main result in [Ber02, Wan16] and [Wan18, Theorem 3.1]. The advantage is that, it enables us to study the harmonic spaces of tensor powers of line bundles with weaker semipositivity on complex manifolds. 
In particular, if´Ä Ä µ is semipositive on , the estimate holds for all ½ and ½ Ò.
Note that holomorphic Morse inequalities on covering manifolds were obtained in [TCM01, MTC02] .
Secondly, we obtain a refined estimate of Ä ¾ -cohomology on Hermitian manifolds from the local estimate of ´Üµ as [Wan18, Theorem 1.1]. It provides an uniform approach to study the cohomology of high tensor power of Nakano Õ-semipositive line bundles over various compact and non-compact manifolds. Let´ µ be a Hermitian manifold of dimension Ò. Let Ú Ò Ò be the volume form on . Let´Ä Ä µ and´ µ be holomorphic Hermitian vector bundles on with Ö Ò ´Äµ ½. We denote by´Ä ¾ ¼ Õ´ Ä ª µ ¡ µ the space of square integrable´¼ Õµforms with values in Ä ª with respect to the Ä ¾ inner product induced by the above data. We denote by the maximal extension of the Dolbeault operator on Ä ¾ ¼ ¯´ Ä ª µ and by £ its Hilbert space adjoint. Let H ¼ Õ´ Ä ª µ be the space of harmonic ´¼ Õµ-forms with values in Ä ª on . For a given ¼ Õ Ò, we say that the concentration condition holds in bidegree´¼ Õµ for harmonic forms with values in Ä ª for large , if there exists a compact subset Ã 
to on (see also (2.10)). Then there exists Ä ¼ such that for any ¾ N and any
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce the notions and basic facts on Definition 1.1. In Sec. 3 we provide the local estimate of the Bergam density function associated with Nakano Õ-semipositive line bundles, Theorem 1.2, and its applications, Corollary 1.3 and Theorem 1.4. In Sec. 4 we prove Theorem 1.5 and related results. In Sec. 5, estimates for the modified Dirac operator on Nakano Õ-positive line bundle on almost complex manifolds, Theorem 1.6, are given. From [Ber02] , we see Theorem 1.2, Corollary 1.3, Theorem 1.4 and 1.5 give the optimal order Ç´ Ò µ of dimension of the cohomology. And Theorem 1.6 provides a precise bound Õ for Õ-positive line bundles along the lines of [MM02, MM07] . For techniques and formulations of this paper, we refer the reader to [ Every compact complex manifold is Õ-convex for all ½ Õ Ò. By definition, a compact complex manifold is exactly a ¼-convex manifold. For non-compact manifolds, Greene-Wu [Dem, Ch. IX. (3.5) Theorem] showed that: Every connected non-compact complex manifold of dimension Ò is Ò-complete. Moreover, every connected complex manifold of dimension Ò is Ò-convex. Thus, if is a connected non-compact complex manifold of dimension Ò and a holomorphic vector bundle over , À Ò´ µ ¼, see [AG62] . We denote the -th Dolbeault cohomology with compact supports by À ¼ ´ µ℄ ¼ , see [HL88, (20.8 ) (20.17)]. Note that if is compact, À ¼ ´ µ℄ ¼ is equal to the usual cohomology. The duality between it and the usual Dolbeault cohomology on Õ-convex manifold of dimension Ò with ½ Õ Ò, is given by 
Let n ¾ Ì be the inward pointing unit normal at Å and ´¼ ½µ n its projection on Ì´¼ ½µ . In a local orthonormal frame Û ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò of Ì´½ ¼µ , we have ´¼ ½µ
The Friedrichs extension of AE is a self-adjoint operator and is called the Kodaira Laplacian with -Neumann boundary conditions, which coincides with the Gaffney extension of the Kodaira Laplacian, see [MM07, Proposition 3.5.2]. ª ¼ ¯´Å µ is dense in ÓÑ´ µ in the graph-norms of , and ¼ ¯´Å µ is dense in ÓÑ´ £ À µ and in ÓÑ´ µ ÓÑ´ £ À µ in the graph-norms of £ À and · £ À , respectively, see
Here the graph-norm is defined by × · Ê× for × ¾ ÓÑ´Êµ. 
Ô Õµ-forms with values in . We set the induced pointwise Hermitian metric in the context.
Let´Ä Ä µ be a holomorphic Hermitian line bundle over . Then Ê Ä ÐÓ × ¾ Ä for any local holomorphic frame ×, and the Chern-Weil form of the first Chern class of Ä is
Hermitian inner product on . In a local orthonormal frame Û Ò ½ of Ì ½ ¼ and
Recall the notion of Õ-semipositivity of line bundle in Definition 1.1, see [Ohs05, (1)] and [Siu82, Section 4]. By the definition, for ½ Õ Ò,´Ä Ä µ is Nakano Õsemipositive with respect to at Ü ¾ , means that
We denoted it by´ Õ µ ¼ at Ü. For ½ Õ Ò,´Ä Ä µ is Nakano Õ-positive with respect to at Ü, means that
We denoted it by´ Õ µ ¼ at Ü. For a subset ,´Ä Ä µ is Nakano Õ-semipositive (resp. positive) with respect to on , if´ Õ µ ¼´resp. ¼µ at every point of . In a local orthonormal frame
And (2.10) can be represented by replacing
Remark 2.4 (notions of the Õ-positivity). Note that the notion of Nakano Õ-positive depends on the choice of Hermitian metric . On the other hand, the notion of Griffiths Õ-positive is independent of the choice of . If Ä is Nakano Õ-positive at Ü, then Ä is also Griffiths Õ-positive at Ü. If Ä is Griffiths Õ-positive at Ü then there exists a metric such that Ä is Nakano Õ-positive at Ü with respect to . Actually, if Ä is Griffiths Õ-positive on then for any compact set Ã there exists a Hermitian metric on such that Ä is Nakano Õ-positive on Ã with respect to , see [MM07, (3.5.7)] or [Mar92, (9)] for the construction of . The Nakano ½-semipositivity (resp. positivity) coincides with the Griffiths ½-semipositivity (resp. positivity), i.e., the usual semipositivity (resp. positivity).
By definition, Õ-positivity implies the q-semipositivity. For vector bundles, we refer to [Ohs82, Siu82] for the definitions of the Õ-positive in the sense of Nakano and Griffiths. 2.2.1. The special case´ ½ µ ¼. An important special case is´ ½ µ ¼, which is equivalent to´Ä Ä µ is semipositive as follows.
Definition 2.5. A holomorphic Hermitian line bundle´Ä
And the positive case follows similarly.
Remark 2.9. Clearly, the positive case´ µ of Proposition 2.7 and 2.8 also hold. 
Equivalently, let Û Ò ½ be a local orthonormal frame of Ì´½ ¼µ with respect to and Û the dual frame of Ì´½ ¼µ£ ,
We say the -trace of Chern curvature tensor Ê´Ä Ä µ is semipositive (resp. positve) if ´Ä Ä µ ¼´resp. ¼µ. From (2.13), it follows immediately:
Proposition 2.11. We have the following 
½.
3.3. The growth of cohomology on general Hermitian manifolds. As another application, we can refine the main result in [Wan18] .
Proof of Theorem 1.4. By Theorem 3.2 and the concentration condition, we have By definition, ± ¾ C ½´ Rµ satisfies ± ⋐ for all ¾ R, Ô ½± has Ò Õ · ½ positive eigenvalues on Ò Ã. In this section, we fix real numbers Ù ¼ Ù and Ú satisfying Ù ¼ Ù Ú and Ã Ù¼ .
We outline the idea of our proof of Theorem 
where the Ä ¾ -norm ¡ is given by , Ä and on Å. Note the fact that ¼ Õ´Å Ä ª µ is dense in ÓÑ´ µ ÓÑ´ £ À µ Ä ¾ ¼ Õ´Å Ä ª µ with respect to the graph norm of · £ À . Following the same argument in Lemma 4.2 (without the modification of Ä by ), we conclude that there exist a compact subset Ã ¼ Å and ¼ ¼ such that for sufficiently large , we have (4.22) Recall that a compact complex manifold X is said to be rationally connected if any two points of X can be joined by a chain of rational curves, see [CDP15] . We say a reaĺ ½ ½µ-form « ¾ ª ½ ½´ µ is quasi-positive on , if « ¼ on X and ¼ at one point. 
As a consequence, they obtained the spectral gap property [MM07, Theorem 1.5.7, 1.5.8], which play the essential role in their approach to the Bergman kernel. In this section, we generalize [MM07, Theorem 1.5.7] to the case of Nakano Õ-positive line bundles. We remark that, by [Ohs82, Chapter 3, Section 2, Proposition 2.1 (1),(2)] and Definition 1.1, if´Ä Ä µ is semipositive of type Õ on a complex manifold , then´Ä Ä µ is Nakano Õ-positive at every point Ü ¾ with respect to arbitrary Hermitian metric on . As a consequence, by replacing the hypothesis Nakano Õ-positive with respect to by semipositive of type Õ in Theorem 5.3 and 5.6, the conclusion therein still hold.
Besides, by adapting the notion of semipositive of type Õ to Theorem 4.7, we obtain another generalization of [MM07, Theorem 3.5.9] as follows.
Corollary 5.7. Let´ µ be a Õ-convex manifold of dimension Ò. Let Ä be holomorphic vector bundle with Ö Ò ´Äµ ½. Let Ã be the exceptional set and ½ Ô Ò. If´Ä Ä µ is semipositive of type Ô on with Ã , then for Ñ Ü Ô Õ and sufficiently large, (5.12) À ´ Ä ª µ ¼ Proof. Since´Ä Ä µ is semipositive of type Ô on ,´Ä Ä µ is Nakano Õ-positive with respect to given by Lemma 4.1 on . Finally, we use Theorem 4.7.
Corollary 5.8. Let Å be a smooth pseudoconvex domain in a Kähler manifold´ µ of dimension Ò and ½ Õ Ò. Let´Ä Ä µ be a semipositive line bundle on Å. Assume´Ä Ä µ is semipositive of type Õ on a neighborhood of Å. Then for every Õ, À ¼ ´¾µ´Å Ã ª Äµ ¼ Proof. Proposition 2.6 and Proposition 4.17 and the fact that´Ä Ä µ is Nakano Õ-positive with respect to any Hermitian metric on a neighborhood of Å.
